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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
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AGRUCULTURAL MARKETING: INTERNATIONAL


Agricultural Products Quality and Competitiveness, by J.B. Siebert. (In California Canning Peach Association. Cling Peach Review, Summer/Fall 1988, p.5-6, 19)


Agricultural Policies and Programs


Alternative Approaches to the Political Economy of Agricultural Policies: Convergence of Analytics, Divergence of Implications, by A. de Janvry and E. Sadoulet. (In IAAE. Invited Papers; 20th...Conference...1988, v.1)


Endogenizing Policy in Models of Agricultural Markets, by G.C. Rausser and H. de Gorter. (In IAAE. Invited Papers; 20th...Conference...1988, v.1)


Agricultural Situation and Commodity Economics


China's Past and Future Role in the Grain Trade, by C.A. Carter. (In Trade and Development; Proceedings...IATRC, ed. by M.D. Shane. Wash., D.C., USDA/ERS, 1988, p.164-165)


Competition in Processing Tomatoes (Conclusion), by D. Runsten and K.S. Moulton. (In California Tomato Grower, v.31:8, Sept. 1988, p.4-13)


The EEC is Moving to Drain Its Wine Lake, by K.S. Moulton. (In Wines & Vines, v.69:8, Aug. 1988, p.34-37)
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**Aspects of Economics Theory**


Duality and Symmetry, by Q. Paris. (In Quaderni di Statistica e Matematica Applicata Alle Scienze Economico-Sociali, v.9 & 10, Ottobre 1988, p.3-22)


Consumer Economics


**Cooperatives**

Agricultural Marketing and Bargaining Cooperatives, by H.M. Harris, Jr., E.V. Jesse, R.E. Torgerson, J.D. Shaffer and L. Garoyan. College Station, TX Agr. Ext. Serv., 1988. 7p. (TX AES. Federal Agricultural Marketing Programs. Leaflet, 7)


Econometric and Statistical Analyses and Models


Modelling the Removal of Production Incentive Distortions in the U.S. Agricultural Sector, by M. Kilkenny and S. Robinson. (In I.A.A.E. Invited papers; 20th...Conference...1988, v.3)


Education and Research


Farm Management and Tenancy


Finance and Credit


Fisheries


Futures Markets


45
Labor and Wages


From Shaping the New Immigration Law to Living with It; Editorial, by H.R. Rosenberg. (In UC/AIC Quarterly, v.2:1, 1988, p.2)


Interaction between Farm and Nonfarm Labor Markets, by G.D. Thompson and P.L. Martin. [Sacramento], CA Employ. Dev. Dept., 1990. 15p. & Tables. (Calif. agric'l studies, 90-3)


SAWs, RAWs, and Farmworkers, by P.L. Martin and B. Mason. [Sacramento], Calif. Emp. Dev. Dept.,1989. 30p. & Tables. (Calif.agric'l studies, 90-1)

SAWs, RAWs, Jobs, and Fraud, by H.R. Rosenberg. (In Coastal Grower, Winter 1990, p.16-18)


Union and Demographic Wage, Hours Earnings Differentials among California and Other U.S. Agriculture Workers, by J.M. Perloff. (In UCLA.IIR. California Farm Labor Relations and Law, ed. by W. Fogel... Los Angeles, 1985, p.91-125)


Verifying the Right to Work: The Paper Chase Comes to the Farm, by H.R. Rosenberg and G.E. Billikopf. (In Choices; the Magazine of Food, Farm, and Resource Issues, 2nd Quarter 1989, p.34-35)


Pesticides


**Population and Housing**


52
Prices and Supplies


Recreation


**Resources Development and Conservation**


Energy and Environment in the Long Term, by A.C. Fisher. (In Energy Policy, April 1989, p.84-87)


Resources Development and Conservation: Land and Water


MANAGEMENT OF WATER RESOURCES


**Rural Development**


61
Rural Development: Developing Countries


"New World" and Mexican Contributions to Agriculture and Food, by R.I. Rochin. (In Social Studies Review, v.29:3, Spring 1990, p.68-76)


Social Aspects


Poverty Trends in the Western Region, by D.B. Gwynn, R.I. Rochin and E. Dolber-Smith. (In WRDC. Western Wire, Winter 1989, p.3-6)


Technology


Should Telephone Companies Provide Cable TV? by T.W. Hazlett. (In Regulation, Winter 1990, p.72-80)


Miscellaneous


The Fairness Doctrine and the First Amendment, by T.W. Hazlett. (In Public Interest, no. 96, Summer 1989, p.103-116)


PART II

COMMODITY CLASSIFICATION

Field Crops


China's Past and Future Role in the Grain Trade, by C.A. Carter. (In Trade and Development; Proceedings...IATRC, ed. by M.D. Shane. Wash., D.C., USDA/ERS, 1988, p.164-165)


Fruits, Nuts, Vegetables, and Wine


Competition in Processing Tomatoes (Conclusion), by D. Runsten and K.S. Moulton. (In California Tomato Grower, v.31:8, Sept. 1988, p.4-13)


The EEC is Moving to Drain Its Wine Lake, by K.S. Moulton. (In Wines & Vines, v.69:8, Aug. 1988, p.34-37)


Livestock, Poultry, and Wool


Milk and Dairy Products


Miscellaneous
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